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The files reside in TextAnalysisWithR/data/XMLAuthorCorpus/. We have to extract text
from the XML. It would be nice to just take the whole plain texts and then hand the
tokenizing off to MALLET, but Jockers rightly warns us that we’ll get poor results if we
treat each novel as a single “document” for modeling. Instead he suggests dividing each
novel into “chunks.” To do this, we must once again “featurize” the texts ourselves.
Suddenly Jockers cares about apostrophes, which is as good an occasion as any to show
you an alternative to the strsplit-based tokenizing strategy we’ve used so far. Instead of
splitting, we can use the stringr function str_extract_all to get all the matches to a
pattern. Here is a token pattern:

tok_pat <- perl("\\b(\\w|\\w[\\w']*\\w)\\b")

perl is the stringr idiom for a pattern that requires Perl-compatible regular expressions
when we use it. The PCRE element here is the use of the character class \\w within the
square brackets. Despite the forest of backslashes, this simply says: a token consists of a
sequence of word characters with a word boundary on either side, possibly with an apostrophe
somewhere in the middle. [Edit, 5/11/15: in stringr 1.0.0, the latest version, perl is
deprecated and should be replaced with regex for even more speed wowza vroom.]
So our new tokenization function will take a character vector and yield another character
vector (just like featurize), but it will go like this:

tokenize <- function (ps, pat) {
tolower(unlist(str_extract_all(ps, pat)))

}

ps stands for “paragraphs,” for the following reason. We have to beware the stringr trap
from many homeworks ago. We had better not try to break a very long string up into many
pieces. Instead, we fare much better with a divide-and-conquer approach, breaking up more
and smaller pieces. When we were working with the Project Gutenberg texts the smaller
pieces were text lines. Now our smaller pieces will be paragraphs, from the TEI <p> elements.
At least we can prepare our corpus. The initial step follows a pattern you’ve seen before,
producing a list of data frames that we’ll then rbind together. To save some memory, we’ll
throw out stop words at this stage as well. Jockers supplies us with a big stoplist, which is
found under the misleading name TextAnalysisWithR/data/stoplist-exp.csv, though it
contains not a single comma.
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As often happens in a text-mining exploration like this, a first run-through of modeling
reveals that some fine-tuning of the tokenization is in order. (Jockers makes similar remarks.)
The stoplist might be extended, though I won’d do that here. But it also turned out that
many of the supposed “XML” files here were batch-converted from Project Gutenberg files,
and one consequence of this was the prevalence of underscores used to encode italics. _ is
matched by \\w. But we should remove it. While we’re at it, we’ll strip the possessive 's
as well.

strip_pat <- perl("_|'s")

To run this code, move the stoplist-exp.csv file and the XMLAuthorCorpus folder into the
same directory as this R markdown file.

fs <- Sys.glob("XMLAuthorCorpus/*.xml")
texts <- vector("list", length(fs))
stoplist <- readLines("stoplist-exp.csv", warn=F, encoding="UTF-8")
for (j in seq_along(fs)) {

f <- fs[j]
doc <- xmlParse(f)
ps <- xpathSApply(doc, "/def:TEI/def:text/def:body//def:p",

xmlValue,
namespaces=c(def="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0"))

texts[[j]] <- data_frame(
title=str_replace(basename(f), "\\.xml", ""),
feature=tokenize(ps, tok_pat)

) %>%
filter(! (feature %in% stoplist)) %>%
mutate(feature=str_replace_all(feature, strip_pat, ""))

}
novel_features <- do.call(rbind, texts)

Now that we have our nice data frame with two columns, filename and feature, we can
produce our chunks for processing fairly straightforwardly. The only trick, as discussed in
Jockers 13.3, is edge conditions: what if we choose a chunk size of 1000 words, and a text
is 91002 words long? We’ll get 91 nice 1000-word chunks, and one 2-word chunk. Not good.
We should allow some variation in the chunk sizes. We can either try to make all the chunks
(nearly) the same size, or we can take the Jockers route and just stick the last chunk onto
the next-to-last chunk if it’s too short. Let’s do the latter. Here’s how:

chunk_size <- 1000
novel_features <- novel_features %>%

group_by(title) %>%
mutate(chunk=floor(seq_along(feature) / chunk_size)) %>%
group_by(title, chunk) %>%
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mutate(chunk_corrected=ifelse(n() < chunk_size / 2,
chunk - 1,
chunk)) %>%

ungroup() %>%
select(title, chunk_corrected, feature)

Two new functions: ifelse(logicals, x, y) takes three vectors of equal length, the first
of which is a logical vector, and returns a vector of the same length. The ith element of the
result is x[i] if logicals[i] is TRUE, y[i] otherwise. Notionally:

ifelse <- function(logicals, x, y) {
result <- y # y values by default
result[logicals] <- x[logicals] # but x for the true cases
result

}

The other new function is floor(x), which just gives the result of rounding x down to the
nearest integer. floor(seq_along(feature) / chunk_size). To see why, consider:

floor(1:20 / 10)

[1] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

You aren’t allowed to mutate the grouping variable, which is why there are the extra steps
with chunk_corrected and select at the end.
Now for MALLET purposes we should create a composite “document ID” or chunk name,
and (silly as it seems), we have to str_c the feature list back into a single string, only to let
MALLET split it up again (which it’s fortunately quite fast at). We also have to produce
an empty stoplist file:

writeLines("", "stoplist_empty.txt")
novel_docs <- novel_features %>%

group_by(title, chunk_corrected) %>%
summarize(text=str_c(feature, collapse=" ")) %>%
mutate(id=str_c(title, "_", chunk_corrected)) %>%
select(id, text)

[Edited 5/8/15.] Jockers’ novel corpus is quite small, but the power of topic modeling is that
it scales up to arbitrarily large corpora. However, once you have enough documents, you
may start getting errors related to memory. The dreaded “Java heap allocation” error is an
example. By default, rJava runs Java with a maximum allotment of 512MB of RAM. To
increase this, before you load MALLET with library("mallet"), use
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options(java.parameters="-Xmx1g") # 1GB

Replace 1g with 2g or 4g for 2GB or 4GB allocations. Remember that your operating system
(and R) need memory of their own, so don’t expect to be able to give Java more than half
your total RAM. If you have already loaded mallet, this will do nothing; restart R and try
again. For R markdowns, simply put the options line before library("mallet") in your
setup chunk.
A further wrinkle for VM users: the same caveats apply, but the limits are imposed by the
RAM size of the virtual machine. For the Vagrant VM I created for you, I specified that the
VM has 2GB of RAM; that means MALLET can’t really claim more than 1GB in the VM.
If you have lots more RAM on your machine, you can alter this. Edit the Vagrantfile line
reading

v.memory = 2048

To give the machine 4GB, change this to v.memory = 4096. Then you have to run vagrant
halt and vagrant up for the change to take effect.

novel_instances <- mallet.import(
novel_docs$id,
novel_docs$text,
"stoplist_empty.txt", # already stopped
preserve.case=T, # already casefolded
token.regexp=as.character(tok_pat)

)
write_mallet_instances(novel_instances, "novels.mallet")

[Edited, 5/11/15. Under stringr 1.0.0, as.character(tok_pat) is necessary because MAL-
LET wants an undecorated string giving the token regular expression, but tok_pat was
created with perl(). Actually we could also have gotten away with token.regexp="\\S+"
because we stuck all our tokens back together with spaces when we were making the chunks
to feed to MALLET.]
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